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Political Implications of Confucian Familism
ANTONIO L. RAPPA & SOR-HOON TAN
ABSTRACT The family could be mobilized as a political resource for economic ‘development’.
What kind of family would be compatible with a knowledge-based economy? We argue that
authoritarian Confucian familism is incompatible with the knowledge-based economy; but it is
possible to construct a different model of the ideal Confucian family which will be compatible
with such an economy: a family ideal that emphasizes internal strengths of relationships rather
than building barriers to keep out ‘undesirable influences’, that advocates a respect for
authority that is authoritative rather than authoritarian.
Introduction
The ‘family’ is politically significant in two major ways. It is important for: (1) the
operationalisation of the ideological platforms of political parties; and, (2) the mobilis-
ation of the family as a political resource for economic ‘development’. While these two
modes are often intertwined,1 and increase the complexity of the family when consider-
ing class, gender and ethnicity, scholars often treat these concepts as separate and
distinct in order to better analyse their effect on the tension between what Robert Alan
Dahl calls ‘public contestation and democratization’.2
The first of the two ways in which the family is politically significant may be seen for
example, in the norms that govern US presidential races every four years. Both
Democrat and Republican tickets usually invoke the family or family values as an
election issue. The former US Vice-President and democratic presidential nominee,
Albert Gore, stressed the importance of American working families, their role in his
platform of policies, in the period after common sense government brought sweeping
changes to the US bureaucracy.3 On the other hand, the former Republican candidate
(now President) George Bush Jr reminded American voters about family values. There
are also alternate positions in the US political milieu represented by political indepen-
dents such as the governor of Minnesota, Jessie Ventura, and the leaders of minority
parties such as the Greens and the Reform Party. The ‘family issue’ is commonly
employed as an issue in political elections in Italy, France, the UK and other advanced
industrialised countries, in addition to newly industrialising ones across Africa, the
Middle East and Asia. The second case is clearly demonstrated in the case of Singapore
where the family is perceived both ideologically and economically as a resource for
economic development and productivity.
The family has traditionally been seen as a stabilising force, especially during
transition periods of a society. By pooling resources for the common family good,
family members support one another both economically and emotionally, so that the
strength of the family as a basic social unity provides protection against uncertainties
and problems individuals face in a harsh economic environment, and reduces the social
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welfare burden on the state. The family is also an important vehicle of cultural
transmission, socialising the next generation in the values of a society. This is not
unique to Singapore. Modern scholars in China, for example, are consistent in
affirming that the family constitutes a stable factor for social, cultural and economic
well-being in modern China.4
Since 1959, successive PAP governments in Singapore have concentrated on the
importance of public housing, education, employment, health and national security.
The PAP has continued to stress an ‘economics good, politics bad’ strategy to
galvanise the population towards the achievement of material rewards through
economic development.5 This paper the second political significance of ‘the family’
as a political resource for economic development. The development of the New
Economy within the larger cosmology of globalisation is known in Singapore as the
knowledge-based economy (KBE). While a literal understanding of ‘KBE’ seems to
suggest that previous economic theories and economic systems were not based
on knowledge, the actual implication of this political slogan is that there is an even
greater emphasis in the New Economy on certain kinds of knowledge involving
transfer of technology, digitisation, financial and other information and communi-
cation technology.
While urging Singaporeans to ‘gear up’ for the KBE through training and retraining,6
the government is not unaware of the social problems that could come with it. They
emphasise at the same time the need for social solidarity, for a balanced life as well as
to ameliorate some of the problems that could be caused by the socially divisive effects
of the ‘new economy dynamism’ and globalisation. At the center of the call for social
solidarity is the importance of the family. The family has always occupied a key role in
the PAP government’s social policies, which it considers an integral part of economic
planning, from the nation’s very beginnings.7 Alternatively, ‘gearing up’ for KBE
appears to be another policy pronouncement by political leaders aimed at keeping
citizens focused on economic issues and material consumption (as part of Singapore
Inc., or what is gradually transforming into the Singapore 21 manifesto) rather than the
consumption of political goods and services. The government considers the family as
the building block of society. This raises an important question, what kind of family or
model family would be compatible with KBE?
The Singapore government’s ‘model family’ is based on a Confucian-influenced,
patriarchal ideal that includes two parents and two children, or more if the parents can
afford it. In the late 1990s, the Finance Minister of Singapore, Richard Hu, argued in
the Singapore Parliament that in Asian societies, the man is the traditional head of the
household. More recently, in an interview with the Straits Times, the first woman to
make it into the ranks of Permanent Secretaries in the Singapore Civil Service cited
‘traditional views’ of men’s and women’s roles as the reason why the civil service
continues to discriminate against female employees by denying their dependents
medical benefits given to dependents of male employees. In the ideal family, man is the
leader and woman is the follower.
Ideology and Chinese Familism
There are various approaches to fashioning the family into an instrument of directed
socioeconomic change. The ideological approach promotes a particular ideal of the
family, in form and in terms of relationship norms. In the Singapore context, this
approach could draw on a long tradition of Chinese familism. We understand familism
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to mean a family-centred worldview. By limiting ourselves to Chinese familism, we do
not deny that other ethnic groups may also have familistic outlooks and that their
traditions, familistic or not, are also relevant to Singapore. Our limited scope is
dictated solely by considerations of what is practical within the given the time and
space.
We will first consider the political realities of the Chinese family that result from
the familistic ideology. We will show that these aspects would obstruct a move toward
a KBE. This historical Chinese familism has often been attributed to the influence
of Confucianism. However, we shall argue that there are different interpretations
of the Confucian tradition, and the Chinese imperial ideology, of which familism is a
critical component, is not the Confucianism we should be reviving if we wish to
have a KBE. Instead we offer a different Confucian familism compatible with the
‘creative destruction’ in a KBE. It is a familism that caters to the need to break
through old boundaries and the need for relationships that could withstand change
and foster positive changes, even as it mitigates some of the instability that comes with
a KBE.
We shall focus on two aspects of the familistic ideology: the ideal family form and the
attitudes to authority engendered by certain relationship norms.
The Ideal Family Form in Familistic Ideology
Post-Weberian social science often classifies families into three main categories (each
with possible variations):
(1) The nuclear or conjugal family, with a couple (or widow, divorced parent) and
their unmarried child or children.
(2) The stem family, with a couple, their child or children of whom only one is
married, and the married child’s spouse and children.
(3) The joint family, with a couple, their children of whom more than one is
married, and the married children’s spouses and children.
Historically, the Chinese ideal has been the joint family, consisting of five generations
living together under one roof, sharing one common purse and one common stove,
under one family head.8 Dividing the family, especially when the aged parents were still
alive, was strongly discouraged. The Chinese imperial government awarded extended
families placards of honour to promote the ideal of five generations living harmoniously
under one roof.9 Only in the Ming dynasty was this ideal abandoned by the state, as
large families were perceived as dangerously powerful and potential challengers of
imperial power. Most scholars agree that the ideal five-generation joint family was a
rarity even in imperial China.10 In the 20th century, the trend toward nuclear and stem
families has speeded up in China as well as other Chinese societies, although there is
very recently a slight increase in joint families among affluent farmers in China.11 In
today’s PRC, ‘the ideal Chinese family supports three generations, parents, children,
and grandparents, living under one roof’.12 Michael Saso’s study of a township in
Taiwan and parts of mainland China shows that this ideal Chinese family of ‘three
generations under one roof’ is usually realized in these places.13
In Singapore, studies on the structure of the Chinese, Malay, Indian and Eurasian
families are common.14 These include scholars such as Freedman and Lee at the
end of the colonial period,15 and Aline Wong, Eddie Kuo, Teo Yeow Beng, John
Douglas McBride and organizations such as the colonial bureaucracy, state family
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planning and population-planning authorities, and civil society organizations such as
SAWL, AWARE, the Singapore Children’s Movement and the NTUC in the post-
colonial era under various successive PAP governments.16 For example, while Aline
Wong noticed a shift ‘towards a small family size ideal’, the Singapore government has
been actively promoting the ideal of ‘three generations under one-roof’17 as reflected in
various Housing and Development Board (HDB) policies that give priorities for
‘booking flats’ or additional housing subsidies for newly married couples who live
within a certain distance of their old neighborhood where their parents continue to
live.18 These confluences of state policy and cultural norm are reflected in the speeches
of Lim Boon Heng who was recently tasked by the prime minister to examine the
nature of families and fertility in Singapore’s ageing population.19
A shared ideology of the family facilitates the state’s mobilisation of the populace
towards specific social goals. However, if the state insists on a particular ideal family
form as part of its ideology, then it risks marginalising all those who do not fit the state
ideal. This is problematic because it begs the question of what happens to those who
fail to meet the ideal? Does the state mete out greater goods to those who satisfy this
ideal? For example, are children of divorced families to be considered not ideal? What
are the moral implications and can they be justified? The answers to these questions
continue to remain largely unanswered as policy-makers are often only able to deal in
specific bureaucratic categories while all other situations warrant a case-by-case effort.
Promotion of ideal family forms, when successful, usually results in a closed-off
familism that discourages civil society. W.J.F. Jenner sees this as characteristic of
Chinese society, wherein ‘because the distinction between family or quasi-family and
non-family is so strong, the ties of obligation that hold families and units together do
not extend to the outside world, unless one has run up or is owed debts of obligation
outside the closed family or unit.20 Other prominent scholars like Bertrand Russell, Sun
Yat-sen, Lin Yu-tang, have seen a similar danger in Chinese familism, though they
would not necessarily see the lack of civic-mindedness and strong civil society ties as
inevitable results of familism and would probably be more cautious about blaming the
undesirable results on Confucianism.21
We do not believe that familism must insist on a singular ideal family form, or rigid
boundaries that close families off from other social ties. Confucian familism has always
been an inseparable part of Confucian communitarianism.
Confucian Open Family Networks vs Closed Family Circles
In her study of Chinese family and society, Olga Lang pointed out that Confucius was
not especially interested in the joint family. The three family relationships among the
five Confucian key relationships – father–son, husband–wife, elder brother–younger
brother – are common to all three family types whereas those unique to joint families,
such as grandfather–grandson and uncle–nephew, were not mentioned.22 One might
suggest that this is because the latter are supposed to be modelled on one or more of
the three key relationships, but the ruler–minister and friend–friend relationships,
which are also supposed to be modelled on the father–son and elder brother–younger
brother relationships, are nevertheless specifically included in the Confucian list of key
relationships – this does seem to support Lang’s point.
Confucian familism, in contrast to the imperial state ideology, was not premised on
any ideal family form. It takes for granted whatever forms prevail in contemporary
society. It emphasises instead the strength of family relationships arising from the
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ethical behaviour of every family member. Living under one roof, sharing common
resources does not guarantee such family solidarity. Nor are all strong relationships
enclosed by the four walls of a family home. Parson’s hypothesis about the ‘isolated
nuclear family’ may seem to hold in modern Chinese societies, especially urban ones,
if we consider the walls of the family homes as cutting each group off from others, but
in fact, nuclear families are embedded in extended kinship networks.23
Besides being insignificant, defining boundaries and prescribing ideal family forms
are problematic in Confucian familism. By uncritically equating the Chinese ‘jia ’
with ‘family’, and adopting a simplistic definition of family that implies relatively rigid
boundaries, we run the risk of obscuring distinctive and interesting aspects of Chinese
social organisation. As Myron Cohen noted, even people with identical surnames who
are in no position to trace their genealogical ties (if such existed) would refer to one
another as ‘people of the same jia.’ The Chinese jia, though frequently coinciding with
what we identify as ‘family’, is much more ambiguous. It could mean an estate (of
property), or an economy (a set of economic activities), or a group that could display
a great deal of variation in residential arrangements as well as in the economic ties that
bind its members together.24
There is a tendency among the Chinese to see all boundaries as a matter of
perspective and purely temporary, if not vague or non-existent in the first place. The
blurriness of boundaries is endemic to the Chinese notion of jia from its earliest use.
Though Feng Youlan (Fung Yu-lan) might be overstating the case when he claims that
in there is no distinction between guo (usually translated as ‘the state’) and jia in
early China, the boundaries are rather blurred.25 The Analects mention in the same
breath ‘a family of a hundred chariots’, ‘a state of a thousand chariots’, and ‘a state of
ten thousand chariots’.26 The Rites of Zhou and the Later Han History use jia to refer to
territories under high officials and nobles who are below the feudal lords in rank.27 At
one extreme, the classical usage of jia includes reference to a single person of high rank,
a noble, high official or the ‘son and heaven’; at the other, it can be extended to an
unlimited number of people so that ‘all under heaven belongs to one family’ (tianxia
yijia ).28 To this day, the common expression ‘our family people’ (zijiaren
) can refer to any person one wishes to include – ‘family’ can be expanded or
contracted depending upon the circumstances.29
Those who see the Chinese family as closed circles tend to over-emphasize the
importance of biological ties. According to Lucian Pye, ‘the problem is not just that the
Chinese value the family so highly that they have had difficulty in developing loyalty to
the nation. More basic is the fact they have not associated the ultimate test of identity
with mere cultural similarity; for them like-mindedness has not been an easy substitute
for the realities of the biological family’.30 While Confucians would certainly be
suspicious as of any easy disregard for biological ties, these are not as central to Chinese
thinking as some would have us believe. Allen Chun argues persuasively that the
concept of zong-zu , central to the Chinese idea of family continuity is ‘logically
inconsistent with blood relationship’.31 Instead family continuity is maintained through
common worship by members of a shared community. Consistent with this, Confucian
ritual practice places the mourning obligations of an adopted child to his adopted
parents above those of his natural parents.
In the Analects, a student rejoiced that Confucius, in his teaching, did not show any
partiality towards his own son.32 When his favourite student, Yan Hui, died, Confucius’
grief exceeded his grief at his own son’s death.33 Another of Confucius’ students, Sima
Niu, disowned his brother because of the latter’s very bad conduct. When he lamented
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that he had no brother, his fellow student, Zixia, consoled him with these words, ‘Since
exemplary persons are respectful and impeccable in their conduct, are deferential to
others and observe ritual propriety (li ), everyone in the world is their brother; why
would exemplary persons worry over having no brothers’.34 Confucianism gives priority
not to biological ties but to relations invested with ethical significance by appropriate
social interactions. Confucian persons are not simply locked from birth into closed
family circles; construction of relations through interactive ethical practices has always
played an important role in Confucian societies.35
Families constructed and maintained by relational ethical practice are much more
fluid than families defined by biological ties. The lack of concern with prescribing rigid
boundaries is evident in the relation-based characteristic of Chinese society, family
included, in contrast to the group-based characteristic of other societies.36 As Chie
Nakane observed
The Japanese family system differs from that of the Chinese system, where
family ethics are always based on relationships between particular individuals,
such as father and son, brothers and sisters, parents and children, husband
and wife, while in Japan they are always based on the collective group, i.e.
members of a household, not on the relationships between individuals.37
A relation-based familism is much more fluid and accommodating than one pre-
occupied with defining the ideal family form. It is more compatible with a creative
mentality capable of breaking down old boundaries and transcending the status quo. It
is more likely to be an asset in a KBE.
Power Structures of Dependency and Attitudes to Authority
A relation-based familism is primarily concerned with relationship norms within what-
ever happens to be the prevailing family group. Before we consider the Confucian
ethical vision for family relations, we will examine some political aspects of the
traditional Chinese family.
To many scholars, the traditional Chinese family is based on the subordination of the
later generation to the earlier, the younger to the elder, and the female to the male.
Arguing that China’s current crisis has deep roots in its ‘history of tyrannies’, which
subjects it to ‘tyrannies of history’, so that it has great difficulties achieving true progress,
especially in terms of democratisation, W.J.F. Jenner presents the Chinese family as ‘an
authoritarian structure in which authority is determined by seniority, sex and closeness
of the patrilinear relationship’.38 It fosters respect for authority to such an extent that
individuals are trapped in submissive positions and attitudes even when those with
authority do not merit respect and deference. Though ideally authority should be
concomitant with wisdom, talent and moral excellence, very often it is secured through
a structure of power based on the dependence of a majority on a minority.
The individual Chinese person was forced into a situation of familial dependence:
economically, it is very difficult to eke out a living outside the support network of the
family; socially, friends and foes alike see a person as primarily a member of a particular
family, and a person without family is met with distrust; politically, the state and its
legal system treat individuals as members of families, both rewards and punishments
are meted out not to individuals per se but to whole families. This is the basis upon
which the patriarchal hierarchy characteristic of the traditional Chinese family was
replicated at all levels of society.
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Familial and Governmental Authoritarianism
This comprehensive power structure of dependency has led many writers to link
Chinese familism with the Chinese State’s persistent authoritarianism. The family was
the state in miniature, the state the family writ large. Max Weber calls China a
‘familistic State’. From the Han dynasty onwards, the imperial laws upheld the absolute
authority of the father in the family and reinforced other hierarchical family relations
prescribed in the state ideology.39 The authoritarian ethos is summed up in the
infamous ‘three bonds (sangang )’, which a May Fourth intellectual condemned
for turning traditional Chinese society into the ‘three tyrannies’ of the ruler, the father
and the husband.
Olga Lang suggested that other than being administratively ‘the basic unit in the
machine of the state’, the Chinese family educates its members ‘for acceptance of the
authority of the state’. She viewed the ultimate aim of the imperial state’s strengthening
of the authority in the family, as well as the primary motivation of the Confucian
emphasis on family relations, especially filial piety, to be the strengthening of state
authority.40 Jenner considers the Chinese family ‘the state’s most effective ally in
preventing the emergence of responsible, autonomous individuals and of a civil society
that could take on the totalitarian monarchy’.41
Lucian Pye’s highly influential views about Chinese political culture also emphasise
the recognised interdependence between government and the family. In traditional
Chinese society, the family reduced the strain on public institutions by taking over
various responsibilities that promote social order and public welfare. As the basic unit
of socialisation, the family system’s support is indispensable to government. Chinese
governments have always aimed to ensure that governmental and familial authorities
complement and reinforce each other, and to a large extent, that aim has been
realised.42
Pye identified the value of filial piety as one of the most striking characteristics of the
Chinese family. To him, the ‘mystique of filial piety’ surrounded both the individual’s
sense of identity and his feelings about authority; the relationship with authority was
not reciprocal and filial obligation is an absolute requirement, which exists without
regard to the quality of parental behaviour. The acceptance of unambiguous authority
is coupled with a process of strict disciplining in proper role relations, in which a child
is taught from a young age conformity to specific and rigid patterns of conduct in all
of his relationships and made to realise that these constitute a well defined hierarchy
within which he has a definite and more or less permanent place. This socialisation
process has resulted in a people who are above all conformists, who define their
relationships in terms of precise and rigid roles, who have a need and overwhelming
respect for absolute and monopolistic authority.43
Such attitudes towards authority are clearly incompatible with any KBE; indeed it is
questionable if they are compatible with any healthy society.44 While there might be a
grain of truth in some of these criticisms of traditional Chinese families and societies,
they err in presenting such social pathologies as constitutive of Confucianism, or at least
an inevitable result of Confucian familistic influence. In what remains of this paper, we
will challenge the claim that Confucian familism is inherently authoritarian by con-
sidering the reciprocal nature of ideal family relations and the nature of ideal authority
in Confucianism. We offer an interpretation of Confucian familism that is compatible
with KBEs.
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The ‘Three Bonds’
Critics of Confucian relations have often singled out the idea of the ‘three bonds
(sangang )’. Since the Han dynasty, the idea of the ‘three bonds’, often interpreted
as rendering absolute the inequality of power in the relations between rulers and
ministers, fathers and sons, husbands and wives, undoubtedly had pernicious effects on
Chinese society. However, this idea of unilateral power deviates from early Confucian
thought.45 According to Yu Ying-shih, at least one Han thinker suggested that the
Confucianism Han Wudi was so keen to adopt owed more to legalism than
early Confucianism.46
Subsequent practices that have been the targets of criticism were certainly closer to
the ideas in the Han Feizi of ‘three accordances (sanshun )’ and the ‘three
services (sanshi )’, in which inequality is permanently fixed so that relations are
hierarchical in the sense of imposing an absolute inequality of power and prestige.
‘Ministers serve rulers, sons serve fathers, wives serve husbands. When the three are in
accord, the world is in order; when these three are reversed, the world is in chaos. This
is the constant way of the world, even enlightened kings and worthy ministers will not
change it. Even when a ruler is despicable, his minister will not dare go against him.’47
Han Fei’s view differs from his Confucian teacher Xunzi, who believes that there are
occasions when rulers and ministers may ‘change positions’ without bringing chaos,
and that Ministers who remonstrate with, and disobey, their erring rulers should be
treasured.48 Xunzi views relations as reciprocal, as does Mencius. ‘If a prince treats his
subject as his hand and feet, they will treat him as their belly and heart. If he treats them
as his horses and hounds, they will treat him as a stranger. If he treats them as mud and
weeds, they will treat him as an enemy.’49 For Confucius, sociopolitical order requires
that rulers behave like rulers, ministers behave like ministers; fathers behave like fathers,
sons behave like sons.50 For all parties in any relationship there are ethical require-
ments, albeit each has a different set of requirements.
The absorption of yin-yang thought by Han Confucians tend to fix the superiority of
yang (identified with rulers, fathers, and husbands) and inferiority of yin (identified
with ministers, sons, and wives); but the emphasis is still on their complementing each
other in harmonious union.51 As Wm. Theodore de Bary argues, the ‘three bonds’ for
Han Confucians signify bonding rather than bondage – the parties in each relation
mutually support one another.52 This is unlike legalist understanding that the inferior
must always obey the superior; the superior has absolute power while the inferior has
no ethical claims against the superior. Confucians stress not control by power but the
ethical mutuality of family relationships. As Confucius’ student Zixia says, when one is
‘respectful and impeccable in one’s conduct, deferential to others and observe ritual
practice (li ), everyone in the world is one’s brother’.53
Reciprocity means that authority is not absolute, no one side in a relationship is
considered superior in all things, or to be obeyed at all times. This allows flexibility, and
enables those traditionally perceived to be authority figures to admit, without feeling
threatened, that there may be times when those usually under their authority know
better, and that the latter’s views should be respected and should take precedence over
their own. The strengths of family relationships in KBEs cannot lie in the absolute
power of any particular roles – husbands, fathers or rulers. Authority has to reside
where knowledge is. A Confucian familism compatible with KBEs would have to locate
the cohesiveness of families in the ethical interactions rather than in the control some
members exercise over others through absolute power.
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Though critics often attribute Chinese people’s submissive attitude toward authority
to the Confucian father–son relationship, there are other perspectives on authority
within Confucian discourse. We will consider Confucian ideal authority by examining
a contrast between the authoritarian and the authoritative, which will contribute to a
better understanding of the non-absolute and flexible nature of ideal authority within
the family.
Authoritative Action vs Authoritarian Action
The description of ‘authoritarian’ is often used to criticise a regime in which the limits
to authority are set differently from Western liberal democracies so that the distribution
of legitimised power, in the eyes of its liberal critics, unjustifiably favours authority
at the expense of individual liberty. Being authoritarian in this sense merely registers
that some societies are different from liberal democracies; it does not rule out the
possibility of a reasonable balance between freedom and authority within these soci-
eties. However, ‘authoritarian’ may also be used to describe a regime that ignores all
limits to authority, either in areas of its application or in the means employed to elicit
compliance. This is, in a sense, a misnomer. An authoritarian regime’s claims to
authority are invalidated by the very manner it exercises its power – authority is limited
by its very legitimacy.
There are Western as well as Eastern traditions that deny any difference between
power and authority; but for most, authority differs from power in its claim to
legitimacy. One has power over another when one is able to determine another’s action,
when another, against her wishes, actually follows one’s directives. One has authority
when one has a right to determine another’s actions, when another should follow one’s
directives. When authority works, no force is required for a directive to be obeyed.
Obedience is not necessarily motivated by fear of punishments. It need not be depen-
dent even on the threat of force.54
The authoritarian depends on coercion or threat of coercion to secure obedience of
others; the authoritative depends on respect to bring about voluntary obedience. This
distinction is implied in the Confucian distinction between a true king and a hegemon
(wangba zhi bie ), which became increasingly important in the later dynasties
as Confucians became more critical of the way imperial power was exercised. According
to Mencius, hegemony requires a large state – greater military and economic strength
– to force or threaten others into submission, while true kingship does not need coercive
strength since the true king achieves his purposes through his ethical excellence (de ).
Mencius is extremely critical of hegemons, claiming that Confucius’ students would
not deign to discuss them let alone be compared to their minions.55 Hegemony is
coercive: ‘the people do not submit willingly, they do so because they are not strong
enough. When people submit to the transforming influence of excellence, they do so
sincerely, with admiration in their hearts, like the seventy students’ submission to
Confucius.’56 Hegemons are not the worst rulers. They impose coercive rule with due
regard to ethical ends and their people often live well, at least materially. Mencius
considers them inadequate because they, unlike true kings, fail to lead the people ‘daily
toward goodness without (the latter) realizing who it is that brings this about’.57
Hegemons’ coercive power is legitimate to the extent that it creates the material
conditions for personal cultivation; its inadequacy lies in failing to foster the actual
process of personal cultivation through transformative exemplification.58
Scholars often emphasise the contrast rather than similarities between Confucius’
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and Mencius’ views on hegemony.59 Benjamin Schwartz attributes to Confucius an
‘ambiguous attitude to hegemony’.60 There is in fact no ambiguity. Confucius praises
Guan Zhong for not resorting to arms in making Duke Huan a hegemon.61 The
hegemon may elicit submission through intimidation, but coercion is justified by its
prevention of the greater violence of continued warfare, or by its provision of sufficient
security and peace for the people to continue their valued cultural practices.
According to John Knoblock, Xunzi holds a more favourable view of hegemony later
in his career, as expressed in ‘The ways of true kings and hegemons’, in contrast to his
earlier position in the chapter, ‘On Confucius’, which is considered characteristically
Confucian in condemning the way of the hegemons.62 The change in Xunzi’s position
from condemning to favouring hegemony is due to a change in his conception of
hegemony rather than a change in the kinds of political behaviour condemned.
Earlier in his career, Xunzi criticises hegemons for ‘not rooting their practice in
proper educative governing, nor developing fully the highest and most noble, nor
ordering cultural patterns, nor winning the hearts-and-minds of the people’, and
instead ‘preferring strategies and tactics’. Hegemons are ‘the kind of men who would
deceive the hearts-and-minds as a means of triumph, cloaking their belligerence in a
show of deference, relying on authoritative appearance while treading the path of selfish
gain’.63 Later, Xunzi emphasises instead that hegemons are able to reduce disorder by
gaining the trust of the people – they do not stray completely from the way of good
government.64 ‘When the rules and edicts of government have been set forth, then
although they might see opportunity for profit or danger of loss, they would not deceive
their people. When agreements had already been settled, then although they might see
opportunity for profit or danger of loss, they would not deceive their allies.’65
Though there is greater refinement in the distinctions among different ways of
governing, winning and using power, the Xunzi agrees with the Analects and the
Mencius in condemning the use of coercion unless it contributes to communal order
through the people’s personal cultivation. Xunzi’s views on authority are often misun-
derstood because scholars tend to see him through his Legalist students’ perspectives.
Xunzi’s condemnation of deception together with the use of coercion is significant
because the legalists advocate both overt coercion and the covert use of power to
deceive and manipulate as means for a ruler to retain and increase his power. For the
Legalists, staying in power is the raison d’eˆtre of governing; there is no difference
between authority and power. Scholars, like Xu Fuguan, who are anxious to defend
Confucianism from charges of authoritarian tendencies often emphasize a sharp distinc-
tion between Confucian and Legalist doctrines and attribute the authoritarian excesses
of imperial power to the latter.
Ideal Confucian authority is non-coercive. Herbert Fingarette’s discussion of auth-
ority-as-model portrayed in the Analects gives us a good starting point for understand-
ing this non-coercive ideal of the authoritative in Confucianism. He distinguishes a
consummate model from an instrumental model. The latter is copied or imitated for a
purpose that is independent of the model. The former is a fulfillment of what it is a
model of – a teacher, a human being – it ‘perfectly actualizes our ideal’ of what a
teacher, a human being should be.66 In non-perfectionist language, one may say that a
consummate model, the authoritative, shows us what it means to be a teacher, a human
being, better than anyone else, often better than we had been able to imagine. The
response called forth by the authority of a consummate model is not limited to the
imitative; its more important aspect is correlative.67
Imitation is not the most important aspect of the response to the authoritative, and
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in some cases may be usurpation.68 A model teacher may inspire her students to
become teachers – but only in the future. In the immediate relationship, what it brings
about is a change in the students’ behaviour as a student. There is some imitation
where there is overlap in their activities – e.g. how to write well or conduct an
experiment – but even then, the model must be adapted to the unique individuality of
the student. Fingarette’s illustration with music shows that a correlative response to the
authoritative involves non-coerciveness of the power that calls forth the response and
spontaneous participation on the part of all parties to the relation. ‘It is crucial to notice
that it is not merely that we need no commands, arguments or coercion – it is that none
of these could possibly elicit this kind of response.’69 Fingarette overstates the case by
excluding arguments that are not coercive from ideal authority. When a person is
persuaded by arguments, his thinking affects his feelings, and the results could be the
kind of aesthetic response and spontaneous participation elicited by an authoritative
model.
The teacher’s authority is paradigmatic in Confucianism. It is closely associated with
ideal political authority. ‘Good administration is not as efficacious as good education in
winning the people – the former gains the people’s wealth, the latter gains the people’s
hearts-and-minds.’70 Xunzi considers both rulers and teachers to be the ‘root of
order’.71 Sage-kings, Yao and Shun, ‘were the most expert in the whole world at
teaching and transforming’.72 Sages make the best kings because they are ‘teachers for
hundreds of generations’.73 In a KBE, this is a highly appropriate paradigm for
authority, given the centrality of knowledge.
What is the nature of the model teacher’s authority? Confucius’ favourite student,
Yan Hui gives us this description of Confucius as a teacher: ‘he is good at drawing me
forward a step at a time; he broadens me with culture (wen ) and disciplines my
behavior with ritual practices (li )’.74 Culture and ritual practices are not individual
possessions; they are shaped by and in turn shape the entire community. They are both
the means of exercising authority and the constraints on authority.
The language of ritual practice and culture may seem foreign to the new age of
KBEs, but Confucian personal cultivation and community building are comprehensive
ideals that are flexible in interpretation. Knowledge in KBEs will still be communal as
well as individual possessions that could be created, acquired and transmitted, just like
culture and ritual practice of the past and present. Learning is this process of creation,
acquisition and transmission. Whether the knowledge of KBEs or the ritual practice of
Zhou dynasty, what Confucianism contributes to our understanding of the function of
authority within the learning process remains relevant.
Confucius requires that a student, ‘if shown one corner, return with the other
three’.75 One corner is insufficient to determine the other three. This ‘under determi-
nation’ of authoritative direction is the key to an ideal authority that allows all parties
in a relation to co-determine action and outcome. What a student contributes to the
discourse could be something quite different and unexpected, and from which the
teacher could also learn something. According to the Duan commentary on the
Shuowen, a very early Chinese dictionary, the character for learning, xue ( ) is the
abbreviated form of xiao, the character for teaching – ‘Thus it is said that teaching and
studying reinforce each other’.76 In an ideal authority relation, both parties are trans-
formed in the process.
For the Confucian, one becomes authoritative through fulfilling better than others
the possibilities of constraining forms and through creating new possibilities; it is not an
arbitrary disregard of all constraints. The authoritative is also constrained by the
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community in terms of the latter’s response to an act of authority. Unless it brings
about spontaneous acceptance, emulation and inspiration on the parts of others to
cultivate themselves, an act fails to be authoritative. In an important sense, it is as much
the receptivity and response of other people as a person’s abilities that make her
authoritative.
The authoritative both enables and constrains. Its legitimacy rests ultimately on its
contribution to personal cultivation and community building. It is not a relation in
which one party imposes her will on the other; rather, the ideal authority relation
requires participation of both in shaping means and ends to be shared, resulting in
personal cultivation for both parties and contributing to communal harmony. The
authority may be measured in terms of how much the constraints constituted by the
action of the one in authority enable the action of the one under authority. The best
method of teaching, according to Mencius, is ‘like that of timely rain, the second is by
helping the student realize his excellence to the full, the third is by helping him develop
his talents’.77 These methods work by enabling a student to cultivate herself, it requires
the student’s full participation rather than blind compliance.
Understanding Confucian ideal authority as authoritative rather than authoritarian
facilitates individual creativity, for it is based on authority relations in which everyone
participates according to their needs and abilities instead of some controlling others.
The emphasis on mutual transformation is in tune with the need for continuous
internal revolutions in KBEs. Unlike authoritarian relations, individuals are not locked
into rigid social structures that obstruct the flexibility and creativity needed in KBEs.
At the same time, Confucian authoritative relationship promotes cohesiveness through
its ability to engender self-constraint and deference to excellence.
Conclusion
We have acknowledged that certain aspects of traditional Chinese familism are incom-
patible with KBEs. However, we have challenged the identification of this kind of
familism with Confucianism by offering an alternative interpretation of Confucian
familism. We have tried to establish that there are resources within the Confucian
tradition to construct a familism that portrays the ideal family:
(i) as being flexible in size and membership;
(ii) wherein relationships are reciprocal;
(iii) whose strengths lie not in the absolute control some members exercise over
others, but in the ethical interactions among all members;
(iv) in which ideal authority is authoritative rather than authoritarian, that is,
authority is associated with possession of ethical excellence or possession of
knowledge, and obedience depends on voluntary deference to abilities and
excellence.
Such Confucian familism will not only be compatible with KBEs; it will contribute to
their sustainability by mitigating some of the centrifugal forces of rapid changes
associated with KBE.
Antonio L. Rappa (Department of Political Sciences) & Sor-hoon Tan (Department of
Philosophy), National University of Singapore.
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